Green ford expedition

Use of this Site for any purpose signals assent to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Disclaimer. If you do not agree to these terms, then please exit. The information within this Site
is provided "as is". No warranty is expressed or implied to the fullest extent permissible by
applicable law. Our Dealership and any of its providers of information do not warrant error-free
or uninterrupted service of this Site. Please note that this Site is operated in city where our
Dealership is located and therefore all Disclaimers are predicated on applicable state laws in
which our Dealership is located or country laws and standards. Visitors from outside the state
our Dealership is located or country should be aware that our Dealership makes no
representation that this Site and the information contained herein is appropriate or available for
use in other areas. Those who enter this Site from outside the state our Dealership is located or
country do so at their own initiative and are directly responsible for compliance with their local
laws to the extent those laws apply. All vehicles are sold on an "as-is" basis unless stated
otherwise. All prices plus sales tax and shop supplies where applicable. Picture may not
represent actual vehicle. Prices and special offers are subject to change. Mileage listings are
estimates and are not necessarily accurate odometer readings. Some vehicle information and
vehicle pricing may be unintentionally missing or inaccurate, and our Dealership will endeavor
to correct such discrepancies in a commercially reasonable manner upon Customer notification
of such errors or omissions, but pricing errors and listing errors are considered invalid and may
or may not be honored at the sole discretion of our Dealership and its participating dealerships.
Payment calculator should not be used for exact finance amounts determined WAC. Daily
changes in inventory may result in the unavailability of certain vehicles listed on-line. A
commercially reasonable effort will be made to keep the inventory database current on a
multi-week basis. Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of
the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and
all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user "as is" without warranty
of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not
include applicable tax, title, and license charges. Though every reasonable effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. Show Window Sticker. Bonus Customer Cash See dealer for complete
program qualifications and details. Body Style Sport Utility. Engine 6 Cyl - 3. Not all buyers will
qualify for all incentives. Vehicle price includes all public rebates and incentives. Residency
restrictions may apply. This discounted price is for this web site only. Must print out this web
page and present to the salesman upon arrival. Lot price may differ. Every reasonable effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of this information. There may be occasional instances where
some of the factory rebates, incentives, options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as
we use a 3rd party site and multiple data sources to send pricing. As such, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions, including price, features and rebates contained within
these pages. Some vehicles may have a minimum amount that must be financed to receive
maximum discount. Lifetime warranty is not available on Diesel, SVT, or commercial vehicles.
Destination Fees vary, see dealer for details. Features Options Specs Warranty. Fuel Tank 3. We
turn our inventory daily, please check with the dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color:
Stock : VIN:. Submit Get Price Drop Alert. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I
also wish to be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The
recipient of this text message may incur charges depending on their wireless carrier. Car
companies offer various warranties for the different parts of their vehicles. If something goes
wrong with the car or truck before you run out the years or the miles, you can bring it in for a
free repair. Warranties can be complicated, but in general, this is how they work. However, here
at Green Ford, we like to go a step beyond the manufacturer to show why you should buy your
new Ford or Lincoln vehicle from us. We offer a lifetime warranty on the powertrain of new Ford
vehicles, which means that no matter how long you own your Ford F or Mustang, you can can
always bring it to us for free repairs if something happens to the vehicle's engine or other
essential mechanical parts. We also offer other perks, such as interior and exterior protection
for three years, a year of free basic maintenance for a used vehicle, and complimentary spring
and fall safety inspections. Our sales staff knows everything there is to know about Ford
vehicles both new and old, so whether you're stopping by to purchase a new Escape, Fusion, or
Focus, you can trust that your sales representative will know about the features you're
interested in. They can also help you out when you're shopping in the used car section or you
need to know how much your old Ford is worth. Our service center also maintains ASE and
Ford certifications, which means that two separate organizations have looked our professionals
up and down and satisfied themselves that we offer excellent service and repair quality. As a
part of the Greensboro area for half a century, Green Ford knows that our customer relationship
doesn't end when you sign on the dotted line. Our relationship can continue through all the

service visits you might schedule with us, as well as the next time you decide to trade up to the
newest model. Even if a customer decides not to visit us again, they're still our neighbors and a
part of our community. Here at Green Ford, we always offer the best customer service we can at
every stage of the car-buying process. Whether you're visiting us for the first time to browse
our selection online or in person, you're ready to start looking at car loan options, or your
current vehicle needs a service check, we'll be here for you. Although every reasonable effort
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are
presented to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All
vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and license
charges. Though every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Inventory Search.
New Used Certified. New Used. Schedule Service Schedule Now. Service Our service
technicians are highly trained and certified. Schedule Service GO. Get Financing GO. Current
Offers GO. Trade Appraisal GO. Search New Inventory. Search Used Inventory. Search New.
Search Used. Schedule Service. The Advantage of Going Green Car companies offer various
warranties for the different parts of their vehicles. The Ford Experts You can Trust Our sales
staff knows everything there is to know about Ford vehicles both new and old, so whether
you're stopping by to purchase a new Escape, Fusion, or Focus, you can trust that your sales
representative will know about the features you're interested in. The Community Dealership
That Gives Back As a part of the Greensboro area for half a century, Green Ford knows that our
customer relationship doesn't end when you sign on the dotted line. Filter Results. New Search
Filter Results 1. Latest Offers First. Exterior: Green. Search for Ford Expedition in your location.
Please enter your ZIP code. Contact For Price. Melloy Nissan. NE, Albuquerque, NM. Pete Moore
Chevrolet. Bill Colwell Ford, Inc. Tri State Ford. Hardee Ford. Family Ford of Bluffton. Main
Street, Bluffton, IN. Chenoweth Ford Inc. Glacier Valley Ford, Inc. Tapper Ford, LLC. Jim Hayes
Inc. Cecil Atkission Motors Inc. John Vance Motors Inc. Landers Chrysler Dodge Jeep. Don
Davis Dodge Chrysler Jeep. Ford of Moses Lake. SLO Auto. Parks Chevrolet Charlotte. Ford
Expedition By Trim. Other Ford Expedition Models. Popular Searches. Ford Expedition With A 3.
Ford Expedition With A 4. Ford Expedition With A 5. Ford Expedition V6 For Sale. Ford
Expedition V8 For Sale. Ford Expedition 4X4 For Sale. White Ford Expedition For Sale. Red Ford
Expedition For Sale. Green Ford Expedition For Sale. Blue Ford Expedition For Sale. Silver Ford
Expedition For Sale. Brown Ford Expedition For Sale. Gold Ford Expedition For Sale. Gray Ford
Expedition For Sale. Orange Ford Expedition For Sale. Black Ford Expedition For Sale. Similar
Cars. Other Ford Models. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Ford
Expedition Platinum. Ford Expedition XL. Ford Expedition King Ranch. Ford Expedition Eddie
Bauer. Ford Expedition Limited. Ford Expedition XLT. Ford Expedition XLS. Ford Expedition
NBX. The Ford Expedition is an efficient SUV that's perfect for driving the family around town or
transporting large cargo. Continue reading to discover more impressive capabilities the Ford
Expedition has to offer.? Each model has a hands-free foot-activated liftgate to make packing
for road trips simple and efficient. For more storage, use the black roof-rack side rails. On the
front, you'll find convenient tow hooks on all editions. The bumpers and door handles all have a
smooth fascia-painted body-colored look with body-colored lower body cladding and wheel-lip
moldings.? The Expedition comes with a twin-turbocharged 3. It pairs with a speed automatic
transmission for maximum efficiency on the road. If you upgrade to a Platinum model, you can
get the same engine that gets horsepower and pound-feet of torque.? This vehicle offers an
ultimately smooth ride with its electronic power-assist rack-and-pinion steering? When towing a
trailer, the trailer sway control keeps it stable as you drive. Worry less about losing control as
the electronic stability control and traction control keep your car from rolling by distributing a
proper amount of weight between each of your tires when braking or turning.? The Expedition
offers three rows of spacious seating. You have the option to fold the second and third rows in
case you want to store extra items in the back. For advanced comfort, use the eight-way power
driver seat with power lumbar support. All of these models, except for the Platinum and
Platinum Max, come standard with cloth seats and the option to upgrade to leather-trimmed,
heated and ventilated captain's chairs. The Platinum and Platinum editions come standard with
the leather seating option. To help get you to your desired destination, this vehicle also
contains a voice-activated touch screen navigation system with SiriusXM Traffic and Travel
Link.? The Ford Expedition offers plenty of features to keep you safe on the road. The hill start
assist and hill descent control use anti-lock brakes to keep you from rolling back when you're
resting on an incline. They also work to keep you stable on the hill as you transition from the
brake to the gas pedal.? When backing out, the rearview camera with backup assist shows any
objects behind you by projecting it on an 8-inch LCD touch screen. If you're backing out in tight

spaces with a trailer, this feature provides guides to help keep you safe when reversing. View
Vehicle Details. Use of this Site for any purpose signals assent to the terms and conditions set
forth in this Disclaimer. If you do not agree to these terms, then please exit. The information
within this Site is provided "as is". No warranty is expressed or implied to the fullest extent
permissible by applicable law. Our Dealership and any of its providers of information do not
warrant error-free or uninterrupted service of this Site. Please note that this Site is operated in
city where our Dealership is located and therefore all Disclaimers are predicated on applicable
state laws in which our Dealership is located or country laws and standards. Visitors from
outside the state our Dealership is located or country should be aware that our Dealership
makes no representation that this Site and the information contained herein is appropriate or
available for use in other areas. Those who enter this Site from outside the state our Dealership
is located or country do so at their own initiative and are directly responsible for compliance
with their local laws to the extent those laws apply. All vehicles are sold on an "as-is" basis
unless stated otherwise. All prices plus sales tax and shop supplies where applicable. Picture
may not represent actual vehicle. Prices and special offers are subject to change. Mileage
listings are estimates and are not necessarily accurate odometer readings. Some vehicle
information and vehicle pricing may be unintentionally missing or inaccurate, and our
Dealership will endeavor to correct such discrepancies in a commercially reasonable manner
upon Customer notification of such errors or omissions, but pricing errors and listing errors are
considered invalid and may or may not be honored at the sole discretion of our Dealership and
its participating dealerships. Payment calculator should not be used for exact finance amounts
determined WAC. Daily changes in inventory may result in the unavailability of certain vehicles
listed on-line. A commercially reasonable effort will be made to keep the inventory database
current on a multi-week basis. Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user "as is"
without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale.
Price does not include
honda dazzler
whirlpool ultimate care ii dryer wiring diagram
mitsubishi mirage 99
applicable tax, title, and license charges. Though every reasonable effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. MPG 17 City 23 Highway. Search Inventory. Refine Search. Limited 2 Platinum 2
XLT 6. Price Finance. Black 3 Blue 1 Gray 2 White 1. Sort by:. Color: A - Z Ext. Color: Z - A Int.
Color: A - Z Int. Show: 10 25 50 Bonus Customer Cash See dealer for complete program
qualifications and details. Color: Red Metallic Int. Color: White Int. Color: Agate Black Int. Color:
Magnetic Metallic Int. Color: Blue Metallic Int. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about
this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur
charges depending on their wireless carrier. We turn our inventory daily, please check with the
dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Search New Vehicles Nearby Type in a
zip code, or share your location to find vehicles near you.

